IF YOU LIKE

FANTASY BOOKS

YOU MIGHT LIKE

A Game of Thrones by George R.R. Martin (FIC MARTIN, G.)
The Neverending Story by Michael Ende (PB ENDE, M.)
The Book of Swords (FIC BOOK)
Novice Dragoneer by E.E. Knight (FIC KNIGHT, E.)
Middlewest Book 1 by Skottie Young (GN YOUNG, S.)

The Fellowship of the Ring by J.R.R. Tolkien (PB TOLKIEN, J.)
Realm of Ash by Tasha Suri (FIC SURI, T.)
Blood of the Four by Christopher Golden (FIC GOLDEN, C.)
The Grace of Kings by Ken Liu (FIC Liu, Ken)
The Poppy War by R.F. Kuang (FIC KUANG, R.)

The Name of the Wind by Patrick Rothfuss (SF ROT)
The Last Wish: Introducing the Witcher by Andrzej Sapkowski (FIC SAPKOWSKI, A.)
Heartstone by Elle Katharine White (F WHITE)
Jade City by Fonda Lee (FIC LEE, F.)
The Unspoken Name by A.K. Larkwood (FIC LARKWOOD, A.)